Hand change menu - F518 Euro Auto Lock

The handing of the Spring Latch and Egress function of the Baton model F518 Euro Auto Lock Case is field-reversible. Removing the case cap to change the handing is not necessary. Please follow instructions to rotate the Spring Latch and to disable the exterior hub.

A) To disable the exterior Lever hub and set Egress function

The lock case is assembled with activate hubs of both sides - the Egress Hub Trigger is sandwiched between Exterior Hub and Interior Hub.

Simply to use the 2mm hexagon wrench (furnished) to remove the exterior side Hub Screws x 2 after determining which is to be exterior of your lock case.

Note: The Egress function enables the inside Lever to retract Latch and Deadbolt simultaneously - to open the door in one action.

B) To Rotate the Spring Latch -

The Spring Latch of this lock case is assembled with Right Hand or Left Hand Reverse. If this is correct for your application, there is no need to rotate the Latch. However, the Latch can be rotated thusly..

Step 1 -
Remove the Faceplate Screws x 3

Step 2 -
Remove the Faceplate

Step 3 -
Slide the Latch Bolt to either side of the lock case, rotate the Latch 180 degree and snap back to its working position in Latch Rod

Step 4 -
Attach the Faceplate and fasten with the Faceplate Screws x 3

Note:
Make sure the inner section of the Swivel Spindle(excluded) is well connected with the Inner Hub and the center Egress Hub Trigger. The outer section of the Swivel Spindle is integrated with the Exterior Hub only, or to leave no connection with Exterior Hub.

If your outside Lever does not have a spring cage/power pack with detained cam stop, the outside Lever must be set to rigid.

Exterior Lever must be set rigid or inoperatively.